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Cyber crime in the 21st century

No more is the lone hacker in a far
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off land the biggest threat. Instead,
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a utility infrastructure, a new frightening
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virus, or a thief compromising an online
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Highlights
g Cyber Security Solutions from IBM

g Defense: Protect your critical
applications from cyber attacks
g Offense: Catch those behind

account with a stolen identity.

potential security breeches
Most corporations and government
g Turn an IP address/e-mail

agencies have addressed the physical

address/cookie pattern into

security element of cyber crime.

actionable intelligence

Virus software, firewalls, and access
management have become staples in
the network security/cyber crime fight.
When done correctly, this is a critical
step, but not the ONLY step.

• “The use of social engineering
techniques (gaining access
through manipulation of a person
or persons who can permit or
facilitate access to a system or
data) jumped to become the #1
method [of committing cyber
crimes] (45% v. 38% last year)
followed by individuals using
compromised accounts (39%)”
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Resolving data from throughout the enterprise to fight cyber crime

IBM InfoSphere Entity Analytic Solutions can resolve information from throughout the organization - including event records, employee and
vendor records, log files, IP addresses... whatever information might be critical in linking an individual or a group of individuals to a cyber crime.

legal action, respondents echoed

their crimes. Therefore, it is crucial to

perpetrated by an insider or an

last year’s findings that either the

understand who – exactly – is gaining

outsider, are handled internally

damage level was insufficient to

access to your network.

without involving legal action or

warrant prosecution (40%), there

law enforcement (67% for insiders,

was a lack of evidence (34%), or
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66% for outsiders.) Given the

that they could not identify the

– a new approach to fighting cyber crime.

growth in the number of crimes

individuals responsible (28%).”

• “Most e-crimes, whether
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Government agencies need to
proactively protect their critical

involving the theft of personally
identifiable information, and the

In short, disguising one’s own identity to

applications, data and processes

breach notification laws that have

gain access, and stealing somebody’s

from external and internal threats

been passed, it is concerning to

identity who already does have access

throughout their entire life cycle.

see that organizations continue to

make up over 84% of cyber criminal

By taking a comprehensive and

handle so many cases within their

activity. And most cyber criminals

integrated approach to application

own walls. When asked why they

are not brought to justice, almost

vulnerability management that includes

had not referred these e-crimes for

guaranteeing that they will repeat

understanding the identities that are
accessing your network, agencies

comprehensive, real time, analytic

Can your cyber security system recognize...
•

capabilities to proactively detect
and prevent these threats, risks, and

... that an IP address that has

• ... that the former employee

just been blocked for suspicious

listed a foreign national from

activity was used two months

an embargoed country as an

ago to enter your department’s

emergency contact ?

intranet, with proper

• ... that the foreign national’s

vulnerabilities. Additionally, it enables
governments to uncover individuals
or groups masking their identities
and to uncover the multi-identity

authentication and without cause

name is a cultural variation of a

relationships tied to organized threats,

for alarm?

name that appears on a highly

foreign-sponsored attacks, theft

sensitive watch list?

and fraud. Additionally, IBM Insight

... and that they are all working

Solutions produces a continuous real-

ago has an H-1B Visa that is

together in an attempt to

time repository of names, identities,

about to expire?

breech the network and

and relationships that is searchable

uncover sensitive information?

and available to multiple government

• ... that the contractor who
accessed the system 2 months

• ... that the contractor who

•

accessed the system 2 months

agencies in order to facilitate optimal

ago just moved to the same

coordination and information sharing

address as a former employee

among federal/national, state/provincial,

that was laid off for attempting to

and local governments.

copy secure files?
• ... that the former employee’s
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husband has just been indicted

plays defense – Keep the bad guys out!

for cyber criminal activity?

Cookies, IP addresses, and email
addresses can be a goldmine when it
can measurably improve operational

cycle. It also offers groundbreaking

comes to cyber security. However, until

security, mitigate risks, and reduce

identity resolution technology that can

now, these important attributes have

costs.

help with the identity aspect of cyber

been used in isolation and after the fact.

security.
Entity Analytic Solutions enables an

Drawing on a deep understanding of
today’s security threats and backed
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agency to realize how an IP address has

by more than 40 years of leadership in

can help governmental organizations

been used in the past, maintains cookie

IT security, IBM offers comprehensive

recognize who exactly is on the other

values, and links them to the identities

solutions to help agencies build a

side of a transaction, providing real time

it already “knows”. Additionally, once

complete cyber security solution. IBM

identity and relationship recognition

certain events are triggered (i.e. an IP

offers advanced solutions that protect

and resolution in context with existing

address matches one that was used

critical Web applications, data and

cyber security applications. IBM

three months ago by an employee

processes throughout their entire life

Insight Solutions offer advanced,

that was terminated last week), an

alert is generated, delivering realtime actionable intelligence to your

A Customer Example: Fighting cyber crime in the commercial world

investigation unit.
IBM InfoSphere

•

The number of applications that
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Entity Analytic

received an account number

plays offense – Catch those responsible for

Solutions are

(approved or pending) is high.

deployed to

cyber attacks!

it figure out who they are working with?
And will it help you build a case against
them so they end up where they belong?

institution in the United States

A new application links to

utilizes the technology to match
new applicants’ cookie value/email

(email/cookie/IP) within the

address to a historic “hot list”. If

same 24-hour period.

found, the applicant’s name, social
number are all added to the hot list for

Entity resolution is the process of

subsequent link analysis. If this “bad

identifying who is who (for people and

applicant” is related to existing active

organizations). For example, in criminal

accounts then an alert is generated/

circles it is accepted that individuals

delivered.

may possess multiple identities: the role
of entity resolution is to establish all of

IBM’s Identity Resolution solutions

the transactions that pertain to a single

deliver real-time actionable

organization determine they did not

•

anything on the bank’s hot list

Who is Who? - Discovering true identity

Entity Analytic Solutions helped one

rate less than 40%.

For example, a major financial

security number, address and phone

entity. For example, IBM InfoSphere

moderately high with a success

spaces as well.

network, but can it turn an IP address into

who is actually behind the attack? Can

(approved or pending) is

in non-governmental

when someone has penetrated your

The number of applications that
received an account number

fight cyber crime

Your network security system can detect

actionable intelligence to help find out

•

intelligence to the bank’s fraud
investigation unit for these conditions:
•

The rate of applications

This institution’s research shows
that, on average, each fraudulent
new account opened via the internet
results in a loss of $1,880. In the first
month of deployment, IBM Identity
Resolution technology delivered over
700 suspicious alert, and identified
388 of these as confirmed fraud for
a savings of approximately $733K.
On day two of production, it also
identified and mitigated a fraudulent
transaction in the amount of $500K
from taking place.

in fact have 120 distinct customer

submitted by the same (email/

accounts, rather all these accounts

cookie/IP) user is high.

In total, deploying IBM Identity

The sum of all accounts that are

Resolution solutions detected

negative exceed a specified

over $1.2 million in fraud within

dollar amount.

one month.

belonged to one person. Understanding
who is who is fundamental to
understanding context.
Who Knows Who? - Uncover criminal
networks
IBM InfoSphere® Relationship
Resolution establishes that there exists
(or has existed) a relationship between

•

different individuals: for example:
• Two people lived in the same house
at the same time
• A new employee’s emergency
contact information (in the payroll

system) is one and the same as the
recently arrested criminal
• A network security analyst shares
the same telephone number as
an employee that was recently
terminated.

The IBM InfoSphere Entity Analytic Solutions Platform

While Entity Analytic Solutions learns

alert whenever the same sensitive files

such large barriers to information sharing

of such relationships and remembers

on the network are downloaded by “x”

that information is simply not shared.

these over time, only discoveries of

number of different IP addresses within

relevance are issued as alerts, e.g. your

a 24 hour time period, or if the same user

IBM InfoSphere® Anonymous

network security analyst lives with a

ID is being used in multiple geographic

Resolution answers the questions,

former employee who was terminated for

regions during the same timeframe.

Who is Who? and Who knows Who? in
a manner that greatly reduces the risk

accessing classified files. IBM InfoSphere
Entity Analytic Solutions understand

What’s in a Name? - Multicultural Name

of unintended disclosure. Anonymous

expressed relationships (a reference on

Variations

Resolution helps organizations, both

an employment application) and detects

IBM InfoSphere® Global Name

public and private, to meet the demands

unexpressed relationships (roommates

Recognition provides culturally-relevant

of secure information sharing in a privacy

or people sharing an address or phone

insight about individual and business

enhancing manner, and overcome

number).

names that helps customers understand

geographic, cultural, and policy barriers

more about a particular name, such as

that prevent information sharing due

Who Does What? - Detecting potential

culture, gender, and name parsing, as

to the risk of unintended information

threats through their transactions

well as identify names that are likely to

leakage.

IBM InfoSphere® Relationship Resolution

represent the same person in a list.
For more information

offers real-time transaction/event
processing capabilities based on

Who? Anonymously. - Insight without

To learn more about cyber security

customer-defined business rules. Using

divulging sensitive information

solutions from IBM, contact your IBM

this capability, an analyst can receive

Information sharing across organizations

sales representative or IBM Business

an alert whenever a certain threshold or

can raise significant issues, regardless

Partner, or visit:

usage pattern is met. For instance, an

of the application. Often reputation,

ibm.com/federal/security

analyst can specify that they want an

privacy and security concerns present

Enterprise amnesia versus enterprise awareness and why it matters in the
world of cyber security
It is impossible to ask every important
question about every piece of data
that enters a system of record. As a
result, information is not discovered
or made available until the right
questions are asked. Too often
this information isn’t identified until
after the critical period of its highest
utility has passed. This reality has
rendered large data repositories
ineffective when addressing real-time
events resulting in a condition called
enterprise amnesia.
Essentially, we don’t know what we
know, because we either don’t know
what questions to ask or we can’t
ask them quickly enough to make a
difference.
Moving from enterprise amnesia
to enterprise awareness requires
persistent context. For example,
the same person can interact with
your systems of record multiple
times using different identities.
Unless those identities are resolved
to a single entity, during any given
interaction you have no way of
discovering whether the person
you’re currently interacting with is in
reality a person of interest or concern.
However, by pre-constructing the
context (resolving multiple identities
to a single entity and recognizing how
people relate), and by maintaining
that context over time, what was
previously undiscoverable now
becomes discoverable in real time.
There are three main principles of
intelligent data discovery that an
agency should consider in attempting to achieve true enterprise awareness:

• 1st Principle: If you do not
process every new piece of key
data first like a query, you will not
know if it matters… until someone
asks.
• 2nd Principle: Treat queries like
data to avoid having to ask every
question every day.
• 3rd Principle: Enterprise
awareness is computationally
most efficient when performed
at the moment the observation is
perceived.
By implementing these three
information management principles,
IBM InfoSphere Entity Analytic
Solutions creates an environment
where “the data finds the data and
the relevance finds the user.” In other
words, as data is ingested, every
important question is immediately
asked about that new piece of data
within the context of everything the
system knows, and relevant alerts are
instantly generated and sent to the
associated analysts.
“Enterprise awareness” is critical for
Cyber Security. Security analysts
and investigators must be able to
ask “smart questions” at any time
- even if there is no answer yet. For
example, an analyst should be
able to query the system to see if a
particular IP address or cookie pattern has been encountered by the
system. Just because it hasn’t yet
been encountered doesn’t make the
query any less pertinent. When the
system does encounter such a scenario, it should alert the analyst and
provide a compilation of everything
known about the person attempting
to access the system.
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